Spellbinders – Cherry Blossom Die Cut Cards

Technique: Die Cutting

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 minutes

STAMPS: None

INKS:
Distress Oxide Inks:
Evergreen Bough
Abandoned Coral

ACCESSORIES:
Glimmer Hot Foil Machine
Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
SB 0 layered Cherry Blossoms Dies
SB Sweet Leaf Mini Slimline Die
Yana’s Sentiments Glimmer Hot Foil
SB Fluted Classic Circles Die
Silicone Bone Folder
Bearly Art Glue
Paper trimmer

½” score tape
Score Pal Mini
Gold Hot Fil
Gold Mix Essentials Gems
Embellishment wand

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
White

7 x 6-1/2 – Score and fold at 3-1/2 – card base.
3 x 3 – die cut fluted Circle.
3-1/2 x 6-1/2 die cut sweet leaf mini slimline card front

Peach card stock
Soft Peach
Dark Peach
Soft green (bassill)
Neenah Desert Storm

4 x 5-1/2 – die cut flowers
3-1/2 x 6-1/2 – Card front
scraps to die cut flower center
scraps to die cut leaves.
3 x 6-1/2 – due cut branches

DIRECTIONS:
1. Die cut all the pieces needed to create the card
2. Use the Glimmer Machine to hot foil sentiments for both cards
3. Use the Bearly Art Glue to attach the die cut sweet Leaf panel to the Soft Peach card front.
4. Attach the card front to the card base with the score tape
5. Use the Shader brushes to add the darker ink to the flowers and leaves before gluing the layers together
6. Use the Bearly Art Glue to glue the branches down.
7. Add the sentiment circle next
8. Add the flowers and then the leaves
9. Embellish with the Gold Mix Essential Gems

Happy Stamping

[Layered Cherry Blossoms Etched Dies...][SPL]
[Sweet Leaf Mini Slimline Etched Dies...][SPL]
[White Cardstock 8 1/2" x 11 - 25 pack][SPL]
[Assorted Pack Color Essentials...][SPL]
[Yana’s Sentiments Glimmer Hot Foil...][SPL]
[Fluted Classics Circles Etched Dies...][SPL]